
Illex Ashura Spinning rod Element Rider X5 S 
220 XH Specimen Spec 2,22m 20-70g

Illex

Product number: IL-10252

Premium spinning rod with innovative X5 carbon 
blank for even more performance at even less weight.

374,00 €/Stück
Weight: 0.183 kg
449,00 €
374,00 € * 374,00 €

The Element Rider S 220 XH Specimen Spec really lives up to its name! This is a strong rod made for 
stopping record sized Atlantic Ocean fish. The rod is designed to handle the savage head shaking of hooked 
meagre or conger over wrecks and absorb the lunges of bigger fish that simply don’t know when they are 
beaten! The solid tip is surprisingly sensitive and can pick up shy bites from bigger fish so they can be 
hooked cleanly in the lip avoiding hook pulls as fish turn and twist away from your boat. The softer tip also 
helps soak up the head shakes of fish as they reach the surface also keeping hook pulls to a minimum. This is 
the perfect blank to make sure you get that fish of a lifetime safely landed! Built from a new X5 ultra high 
quality carbon blank which features a special pre-preg carbon where the fibres are oriented along three 
different angles. The result is an increase in power and resonance and a reduction in weight! Mounted with 
tri-leg Fuji “K” series rings to eliminate any change of tangles when casting. All rings have been double 
whipped. An EVA handle sits above the KDPS reel seat designed to help work big lures and jigs and give 
you plenty of cranking power when it comes to playing big fish! We recommend you team the rod with our 
nitro PE Salt Water 40lb braid. Supplied in a signature rod bag and a protective Cordura tube.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=fe8015c4e50116ba25a7abff2be8a66a

